iDEAL QR for everyone! No special app required

iDEAL QR?
We are happy to announce everyone can pay with iDEAL QR!
All major banks are now live with the scan fuctionality in their
mobile banking app! After Knab and Rabobank, ING and ABN AMRO
also implemented it.
Also Currence made it possible to scan iDEAL QR codes with a
generic scanner. Every customer with a smartphone and a mobile
banking app from a Dutch bank can pay with iDEAL QR! That’s
about 10 million people.
iDEAL QR lets merchants stay in control of the customer journey.
In addition, the conversion with iDEAL mobile is 5 percentage points
higher than with the web browsers. Out of every 100 customers,
5 more will finish their iDEAL payment using a mobile banking app.
Currence updated its guidlines to inform payers how they can scan
the iDEAL QR code. We suggest you add the instuctions to the
presented QR code to increase the use of it. For more information
about the guidelines, please click here.

Try it yourself…
An iDEAL QR code can be scanned with any smartphone. There are 2 options:
1. The fastest option is to scan an iDEAL QR codes with a mobile banking app. It is already possible to scan them with
the apps from ABN AMRO, ING, Knab and Rabobank. Other banks will follow shortly.
2. With the standard camera app on iPhones/iPads or with most generic QR scan apps. Simply scan the iDEAL QR
code as you would scan any other QR code and you will be automatically forwarded to an iDEAL payment page.
Select your bank and choose “Pay”. Conclude the payment via the mobile banking app as usual with iDEAL.

Opportunities

Logo iDEAL QR

With an iDEAL QR code new opportunities arise. Think about
reducing the number of Acceptgiros for your invoicing. Simply put
an iDEAL QR code on your invoice. Thus your invoicing becomes
more efficient and your customers are less tempted to delay the
payment.

Web shops and other online applications generally offer multiple
payment methods. Does your merchant also offer iDEAL QR as a

Also your customers benefit by paying with iDEAL QR.

payment option? Then they can point this out to their customers

• They no longer need to manually enter all the details

with the new iDEAL QR logo. Online this logo is very useful as a

of an Acceptgiro in their online banking environment.

button on the payment page. The customers immediately know

• They always transfer the amount to the correct IBAN
(no more typing errors).

that they can pay in a few clicks with their mobile banking app
on their smartphones.

• They immediately receive a payment confirmation.
• They replace paper/Acceptgiros.

If the merchant places an iDEAL QR code on a paper invoice, the
customers will understand that they can scan it. An additional
iDEAL QR logo is then superfluous.

iDEAL demo
Currence has developed an iDEAL demo web shop. The demo web
shop shows all iDEAL options and can be used to develop new ones.
Acquirers and CPSPs can also use the iDEAL demo web shop.
For example it allows you to show your merchants three options
to present an iDEAL payment to customers:
1. Classic iDEAL.
2. iDEAL QR: variables can be changed to generate a specific
QR code.
3. iDEAL payment link: an iDEAL payment link can be sent by
SMS to a mobile phone; in other implementations iDEAL links
could be sent with other messaging apps such as WhatsApp.
All transactions initiate small ‘real’ payments, so the customer
can experience iDEAL end-to-end.
If you are enthusiastic to use the iDEAL demo web shop to show
your merchants the various iDEAL payment options, please send
us an email via ideal@currence.nl and you will receive an account.

The iDEAL confirmation page

Currence aims to inspire merchants to create their confirmation page

A shopping experience should be a joyful experience. Research

website to improve the confirmation page in different use cases,

indicates that to maximize this a customer needs to feel good about

such as:

to deliver that experience. Soon examples can be found on the iDEAL

the purchase at the end of its customer journey. Paying is normally
associated with pain by a customer. So don’t let a customer end his

• Webshop

experience with the payment. Instead redirect the customer after

• Self-service order and payment counter

the iDEAL payment to the merchant and use this last moment to

• Hospitality (only mobile applies)

contribute to the joyful experience of the customer.

• Home delivery
• Invoicing

The merchant confirmation page serves many different purposes

• Crowd funding

to contribute to this, e.g.:

• Charity
• Purchase online media

• reduce customer enquiries and complaints with a direct link
to the FAQ;

We currently show a short animation on the confirmation page in our

• provide additional information about the order or delivery;

demo. We plan to upgrade it in the near future, so keep an eye on

• request a rating or review of the website or business;

our demo.

• compliment the customer;
• have the customer book or order again;
• offer the customer the possibility to support a charity;
• let the customer subscribe to a newsletter;
• etc.

Wilt u donateur worden?
Dan kunt u op deze pagina een machtiging afgeven.

Example confirmation page
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Bedankt voor uw donatie aan de Hartstichting!
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